Timken Quality.
Driving Confidence.

Wheel Hub Units for Light and Medium-Duty Vehicles

The line between Timken® quality wheel hub units and economy units is distinct –
and it’s more than just dollars and cents – it’s confidence.

Quality = Confidence: Timken® Quality Wheel Hub Units
Although economy wheel hub units may save money up front, they can cause repair shops to suffer long-term
costs – comebacks, unsatisfied customers, increased liability and lost business – negatively affecting their
bottom lines and reputations.
At Timken, we believe that quality wheel hub units for light and medium-duty vehicles must deliver more.
With our application and engineering expertise, comprehensive service and support, and a strong reputation
for quality, we design Timken premium wheel hub units to improve the efficiency, safety and reliability of
automotive applications. Recommend Timken quality and expertise to help build your customers’ confidence
in you and grow your business.

Smoother Ride
Low runout reduces noise and vibration,
improving braking performance.

Longer Bearing Life
Premium seals feature a reinforced outer
case, ribbed rubber inner diameter, an
internal contamination exclusion system
and vent holes to help prevent installation
damage, promote positive sealing and
enhance seal life and durability.

Improved Fuel Efficiency
Well-engineered premium bearings
have precision profiles, uniform
internal geometry and enhanced
surface finishes to increase loadcarrying capacity, extend bearing
life and improve fuel efficiency.

Enhanced Safety
Advanced Sensor Technology monitors
wheel speed for Anti-lock Braking
Systems (ABS). Sensors are
thoroughly tested.

Stronger Performance
Custom-designed alloy steel
promotes longer hub life.

Simplified Installation
Precision fits between raceway and hub
barrel control internal bearing clearances to
help maintain proper bearing setting.

Technicians prefer
the Timken brand almost

over any other bearing brand.
Results based on a survey conducted in 2011 by an independent research firm of
professional technicians at independent repair shops in the U.S.
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Timken® Wheel
Hub Units Last Twice
as Long as EconomyLine Competitors’

Timken recently benchmarked our manufactured wheel
hub units against competitive economy-line products. The
bearings were for the same vehicle application and were
evaluated using the same test conditions.

Bearing Life
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Economy wheel hub units can
waste time and money, but
even worse, can jeopardize
driver and passenger safety.
Rough Ride: Excessive runout
results in brake noise, pulsation
and reduced brake life.
Premature Bearing and Seal
Wear: Economy seals can
allow lubricant contamination,
reducing bearing and seal life.

Reduced Bearing Life: Poor
surface finishes and profiles
can inhibit lubrication flow and
distribute loads unevenly, leading
to bearing damage or failure.
Unsafe Conditions: Faulty
sensors result in decreased
ABS performance, unsafe
conditions and comebacks.
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Information derived from Timken Standard Hub/Bearing Accelerated Durability Rig
Test. Testing methods accepted by original equipment manufacturers. (SP450300,
513200). *Weibull life based on statistically small sample size.
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Excessive Wear : Lower
quality materials lead to
cracks, raceway damage and
potentially unsafe conditions.

technicians choose premium
wheel hub units - no comebacks
Installing economy wheel hub units
can lead to comebacks – costing
technicians hundreds of dollars per
year in lost labor, lost opportunities for
new business, replacement units and
loss of customer confidence.

Poor Performance: Bearing cone
can turn on the hub barrel, which
changes the bearing setting –
promoting vibration, excessive
noise and premature wear.

Expertise = Confidence
• Expert Engineering and Application Knowledge
• Customer Service

• Onsite Training for Technicians
• Tech Series Online Training (timken.com/techseries)
• TechTips Knowledge and Training (timken.com/aftermarket)
• YouTube Video Training (youtube.com/TheTimkenCompany)

• Timken.com
• Timkeninfo.com 24/7 Resource for Timken Part Information
• Demand Insight. The Right Part in the Right Place at the Right Time
(launch Demand Insight from TimkenStore.com)

Contact a Timken sales representative today to discover how we can help drive your confidence
and your customers’. (866) 9-TIMKEN (984-6536).

The Timken team applies their know-how to improve the reliability and performance of machinery in diverse
markets worldwide. The company designs, makes and markets high-performance mechanical components,
including bearings, gears, chain and related mechanical power transmission products and services.
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